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Arkkitehtonisella, rakenteellisilla ja taloteknisillä ratkaisuilla voidaan sekä vähentää ra-

kennusten hiilijalanjälkeä että optimoida rakennusten energian käyttöä. Tässä työssä tut-

kittiin nykypäivän suunnitteluprosessia Suomessa ja tarvittavaa tiedonsiirtoa suunnitteli-

joiden välillä energia-asiantuntijan näkökulmasta. Lisäksi työssä tutkittiin tiedonsiirtoa 

Revit-tietomallinnusohjelmiston ja IDA ICE-simulointiohjelmiston välillä. Tämä työ tuo-

tettiin EQUA Simulation Finland Oy:lle. Työn tarkoituksena oli selvittää nykypäivän 

suunnitteluprosessi Suomessa tiedonsiirtotyökalun kehittämiseksi. Työn päätavoitteena 

oli luoda kuva siitä, miten suunnitteluprosessin tulisi edetä. 

 

Työn metodina käytettiin laadullista tutkimusta. Teoriaosuus pohjautuu ajankohtaiseen 

kirjallisuuteen. Lähteiden perusteella luotiin kuva siitä, kuinka suunnitteluprosessin tulisi 

edetä teoreettisesti. Seuraavassa vaiheessa haastateltiin kuutta asiantuntijaa. Haastattelut 

analysoitiin sisällönanalyysin menetelmällä. Tämän perusteella tehtiin hypoteesi siitä, 

kuinka suunnitteluprosessin ja tiedonsiirron tulisi edetä. Työn liitetiedostoihin luotiin de-

monstraatio tiedon siirtämisestä IDA ICE:n ja Revitin välillä. 

 

Työn tuloksissa huomattiin, että nykypäivän tiedonsiirto energia-asiantuntijan ja suunnit-

telijoiden välillä on kömpelöä, ja suunnitteluprosessissa on iso riski inhimillisiin virhei-

siin. Lisäksi energia-asiantuntija joutuu tekemään oman mallinsa simulointia varten. Tu-

losten pohjalta todettiin, että nämä resurssit voitaisiin kohdentaa tarkemmin suunnittelu-

prosessin aikana. Tuloksista käy ilmi, että nykyään on teknisesti mahdollista siirtää tietoa 

IDA ICE:n ja Revitin välillä, ja näin parantaa suunnitteluprosessia kokonaisvaltaisesti. 

Asiasanat: energia, optimointi, suunnittelu, prosessi, tiedonsiirto  
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Architectural, structural and technical solutions can optimise the energy goals of build-

ings and reduce their carbon footprint. The study has been commissioned from EQUA 

Simulation Finland Oy. The Finnish design workflow was studied from the perspective 

of an energy expert. In addition, the work explored how data exchange between Revit-

building-information-software and IDA ICE-building-performance-simulation-software 

can be carried out. The study was vital to make today’s energy, indoor climate and build-

ing performance analysis process more efficient and to reduce human errors in projects. 

The main goal of the study was to survey how information is transferred between the 

energy designer and other designers in the project. 

 

The study followed the qualitative research method. In the first phase, theoretical infor-

mation from literature; professional journals, reference books, standards and internet 

sources were collected to create an illustration of how the design workflow should pro-

ceed and when information is needed to transfer between designers. In the second phase, 

a semi-structured interview with six professionals was conducted. The interview material 

was analysed by applying the content analysis method. The results of the interview anal-

ysis were compared to the material in the theoretical part. Based on the comparison, a 

suggestion was created on how the information exchange should be performed during the 

project. At the end of this study, there is a demonstration of the information exchange 

between Revit and IDA ICE. 

 

The results show that the current information exchange between the energy expert and 

other designers is clumsy, and there are major shortcomings in the data exchange. It in-

creases the risk of human errors; for example, simulation results are manually written 

down. In addition, nowadays the energy expert will have to create a model for the building 

itself, i.e. consuming a lot of resources that could have been used to something other. The 

result shows that the information exchange between IDA ICE and Revit is nowadays 

technically possible. 

Key words: energy, optimise, workflow, information exchange, design 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Architectural, structural and technical solutions can optimise the energy goals of build-

ings and reduce their carbon footprint. For this reason, collaboration and communication 

between designers are very important to find the best and most optimal solution. Then the 

solution will be a comfortable and inspiring building with excellent conditions and mini-

mum energy requirements and life cycle costs. To achieve this goal, the role of the energy 

expert is essential in making energy, indoor climate and building performance simula-

tions. The analysis is done together with the other designers and the client. 

 

The subject of the thesis was born during a course in spring 2018. The course goal was to 

learn the basic use of IDA ICE. Beside of that, basic skills of how to use Revit was stud-

ied. Then the major problem was that the IDA ICE simulation results couldn’t get im-

ported to Revit's space parameters. 

 

The primary goal of the thesis is to map the modern design process in Finland, i.e., to find 

out what and when information is transferred between designers. The side goal is to get a 

smooth information flow between Revit and IDA ICE, which was not when this work 

was started. The purpose of the work is to reduce human errors during the design process 

and to develop design and simulation programs based on the design workflow. Equa Sim-

ulation Finland Oy ordered this thesis, and it was carried out with some technical support 

of MagiCAD Group.  

 

The design workflow nowadays in Finland, from the perspective of an energy expert, is 

researched applying the qualitative research methodology. Since the projects are all dif-

ferent, the workflow is studied for a building with a medium difficulty level. Example of 

a building type with a medium-difficulty-level is an office building. Information about 

the design process is mainly collected from different Finnish design guidelines. Data from 

the field was collected, by using a semi-structured interview. The interview was con-

ducted with the three largest companies in Finland in the field, Ramboll Finland Oy, 

Granlund Oy and Sweco Finland Oy. In the end theory and interview data are compared, 

and similarities and differences between practical work and literature are sought out. 
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The first part of the work, Chapter 2, reviews what BIM (Building information modelling) 

is, and discusses its benefits and disadvantages. Chapter 3 reviews work-related design 

software, which are used in this thesis. The fourth chapter of the thesis deals with various 

written instructions on how the design workflow in Finland proceeds. Chapter five con-

tains the interview research, how the analysis proceeds, ethics and the results of the inter-

views. In the end, the results of the interviews are compared with the literature, and a 

summary and conclusion are made. The information exchange workflow is tried out in 

the demostartion that is attached at the end of the thesis. The demo shows the data transfer 

between IDA ICE and Revit.  
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2 BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING 

 

 

Building information modelling (BIM) means 3D modelling with information about the 

products and the whole process in the same model. Through BIM architecture, engineer-

ing, and construction professionals will plan, design, construct more efficiently, and the 

management will be more comfortable (Autodesk 2018.) 

 

Jenni Korpela has summarised the benefits of BIM step by step in her thesis (2011) that 

are mentioned in the literature (Table 1). In the project planning stage, the benefits are 

the evaluation of the functionality and profitability. In the planning and design stage, the 

main benefits are energy analyses, visualisation and improvements in the quality of the 

plans. The benefits in the building stage are schedule planning and building site planning. 

 

TABLE 1. Benefits of building information modelling (Korpela 2011, 9) 

Project stage BIM benefits 

Project planning stage Evaluation of the profitability 

Evaluation of the functionality of the building 

Assessment of ecological and energy efficiency 

Planning stage Energy analyses 

Simulations of planning solutions 

Visualisation 

Improvements in cooperation 

Improvements in the quality of the plans 

Clash control 

Quantities 

Building stage Quantities 

Schedule planning 

Building site planning 

 

 

According to Laine, Bäckström & Järvinen (2012, 3), BIM also enables intensifying of 

the planning and early building process and utilisation of building project data during 

facility management and use activities. BIM also improves safety during the construction 
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and the life cycle of the building. BIM supports the exchange of project data to, in use 

data management. 

 

Korpela (2011, 26, 28) interviewed various building professionals in her thesis. Accord-

ing to the interviews, the most significant benefits of BIM are improved visualisation, 

quantities and checking of plans. Some of the architects and the HVAC-designers think 

that BIM helps in the evaluation of different building solution, for example, choice of 

windows. Only a small amount of professional think that you could use the modelling to 

do simulations and energy calculations (figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. BIM benefits interview results (Korpela 2011, 26) 

 

The biggest issues with the building information modelling are that software and com-

puters are inoperative. Many of the architecture professionals think that BIM causes extra 

work. In the rest of the professional groups, the biggest issue is problems with the quality 

of the model (figure 2) (Korpela 2011, 33.) 

 

Benefits of Building Information Modeling 

Visualisation 

 
Quantities, schedules 

 
Design review 

 Construction schedule 

and cost control 

More detailed design 

 Facilitating and acceler-

ating design 

 Simulations and energy 

calculations 
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Figure 2. BIM issues divided by project party, interview result (Korpela 2011, 33) 

 

 

Mark Baldwins presented IFC (industry foundation classes) as the PDF (Portable Docu-

ment Format) of BIM. “Like PDF, an IFC file is a frozen copy of the original content. It 

can be viewed, measured, used for clash detection, cost estimation, simulation and innu-

merable other uses, but should not be edited.” (Baldwin, 2018.) 

 

IFC is a standardised open file format for information exchange in the construction and 

facility management industries. The purpose of the IFC file format is to enable accurate 

information exchange between various designers and make the interoperability between 

different software and applications easier. More specific information about information 

exchange through IFC is found in the ISO (International Organization for Standardiza-

tion) standard ISO 16739 Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) for data sharing in the con-

struction and facility management industries. Behind the IFC stands buildingSMART 

(Buildingsmart 2018.) 

 

According to Baldwin (2018), one of the main ideas with IFC is, that it isn’t just only a 

file schema. It also helps the designers to keep to the workflow, because in an IFC-based 

workflow the designer remains as the owner of each discipline in their model. Regardless 

of which BIM- file type is used, it is not acceptable to edit the BIM-file from another 

design party even if it would be possible to edit it. This is because it would lead to the 

Building Information Modeling problems by discipline 

Software and computer 

problems 

Quality problems of de-

sign and model 

Extra work because of 

modeling 

Schedule problems 

Attitude and skill prob-

lems 

lack of rules 

design cooperation prob-

lems 
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design workflow being distorted, which is not intended. If the workflow is distorted the 

whole project will fall to pieces, because in the end no one know what who have designed. 

It´s of great importance to discuss with the other design parties if you need some changes 

to get the problem solved. 
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3 SOFTWARES 

 

 

In public projects, at least IFC 2x3 certified modelling programs are permitted to use, but 

specific requirements may be set per project, e.g. the IFC version used or specific features. 

Designers must tell in the tender documents all the BIM software and what versions they 

use. The designer also needs to specify the version of the IFC they support (Henttinen 

2012a, 6.) 

 

 

3.1 IDA ICE 

 

IDA ICE is a building performance simulation software provided by EQUA. With IDA 

ICE you can simulate the energy consumption of the entire building as well as the thermal 

indoor climate. IDA ICE is a tool with which you design a comfortable indoor climate 

with minimum use of energy and dimensions the HVAC systems. In IDA ICE buildings' 

systems and controllers can be modelled accurately. IDA ICE supports all common 2D 

and 3D CAD (computer-aided design) files and IFC-models (EQUA Simulation AB 

2018a.) 

 

IDA ICE is available in two versions. The standard version is aimed at beginners and 

medium-skilled users. The expert edition of IDA ICE is targeted to more experienced 

building simulation professionals. Differences in the versions are summarised in EQUAs 

comparison table (EQUA Simulation AB 2018b.) 

 

EQUA Simulation AB also provides a lighter version of IDA ICE called IDA ESBO. 

ESBO stands for Early Stage Building Optimization. As the ESBO abbreviation tells us, 

the software is planned to use in early stages of the project to evaluate the consequences 

on comfort and energy consumption. For example selection of solar protector. There are 

also two editions of IDA ESBO, ESBO Light and ESBO (EQUA Simulation AB 2018c). 

Svenska solskyddsförbundet provides a free version of the ESBO light software (Svenska 

solskyddsförbundet 2018). 
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To ensure quality, several validation tests have been performed for IDA ICE. The tests 

are generally performed to ensure that the computational models provide acceptable val-

ues compared to measurement data and to avoid bugs. The latest validation tests per-

formed for IDA ICE are (EQUA Simulation AB 2018d.): 

- ASHRAE 140, 2004 

- CEN Standard EN 15255 and 15265, 2007 

- CEN Standard EN 13791 

- International Energy Agency SHC Task 34 

- Technical Memorandum 33 (TM 33) 

- LEED and BREEAM 

- DGNB 

 

 

3.2 Revit 

 

Revit is a building information modelling software that supports a collaborative and mul-

tidisciplinary design process. The software includes tools for architects, structural engi-

neers, MEP (Mechanical, Electric and Plumbing) engineers and construction profession-

als (Autodesk 2019a.) 

 

Indifference to traditional 2D design programs, for example Autocad, Revit has tools to 

create intelligent 3D models for buildings. Revit is a documentation and building-specific 

design solution that supports all stages and participants involved in a building project 

(Autodesk 2019b.) 

 

Revit generates documentation from the models. That means that errors in quantities, ta-

bles and schedules will reduce because there is a smaller risk for human error. Clashes 

and rework will diminish because multiple project professionals can access centrally 

shared models (Autodesk 2019a.) 

 

In Revit you can import, export and link 2D and 3D CAD files and IFC files. Revit sup-

ports the most common IFC-standards. For import, Revit supports IFC2x3, IFC2x2, and 

IFC2x and for import linkage, Revit supports only IFC4. For export, the software supports 

IFC4, IFC2x3, and IFC2x2 (Autodesk 2019c.) 
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3.3 MagiCAD 

 

MagiCAD is a design software for both Revit and AutoCAD, which is provided by Mag-

iCAD. Its comprehensive BIM solution is targeted for MEP designers. MagiCAD con-

tains tools for ventilation, piping and electrical modelling, schematics, sprinkler, circuit 

and supports & hangers design (MagiCAD 2019a.) 

 

MagiCAD also has a BIM cloud called MagiCAD Cloud. It contains a comprehensive 

selection of manufacturer-verified BIM objects for MEP design. MagiCAD Cloud also 

contains 30 selection tools and plugins (MagiCAD 2019b.) 

 

To increase the work efficiency MagiCAD contains selections of various tools, that are 

web applications which help the designer to select and define products for their projects. 

The tools also create BIM objects, that contains all needed technical information of the 

product (MagiCAD 2019c.) 

 

One of the newest features for MagiCAD for Revit is the Building Performance Simula-

tion information exchange tool. With the tool, the user can export an energy BIM model 

that can be imported to IDA ICE and then import the simulation results back to the pro-

ject. The building performance simulation results are then applied to the space parameters 

and are easier available. The IFC format is used in the information exchange (MagiCAD 

2019d.) 
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4 DESIGN AND ENERGY ANALYSIS WORKFLOW NOWADAYS 

 

 

The phases of a traditional design process are project planning, conceptual design, devel-

opment design and detailed design. The usual design process involves architecture, 

HVAC and structural design (Henttinen 2012a. 11–20) 

 

Cooperation between the designers since the beginning of the project is vital to find the 

best possible building solution. The recipe to have a successful project is (Korpela 2011, 

62):  

• Clear rules on what the model should contain and how accurate it should be phase 

by phase. 

• Collaboration management between designers, for example, inspection of the 

model 

• The necessary source information for doing your own work, which requires close 

collaboration between designers and the client and authorities. 

• Properly sized resources for design work  

 

In information exchange between designers, it is necessary to think that prior the sharing 

of the model, the non-core levels and modelling components that are not part of the design 

must be removed according to the quality assurance part of the BIM requirements. When 

design-specific BIM models are shared, they may not include other design templates, 

even if they were used as a reference model (Henttinen 2012a, 6) 

 

In need of replacement of the software and its versions during the Project, all the parties 

shall jointly agree upon the replacement. During the commissioning phase of new 

versions, you must perform the test of data transfer before the final commissioning deci-

sion. The use of non-IFC-certified software for making models available to other parties 

is permitted only with the consent of the client. There are no software restrictions on 

internal work and document production (Henttinen 2012a, 6.) 

 

All models are handed over during the project to the client, both in IFC format and in the 

software file format (native model) used in the modelling. Work-time information ex-

change method is agreed on a project-by-project basis. At the end of the project, all de-

signs and electronic documents will be handed over to the client who has the right to use 
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the models under similar conditions as the traditional documents of the projects 

(Henttinen 2012a, 6). 

 

The accuracy level of BIM depends on the stage of the project and the need to utilise the 

BIM model. In other words, it is project-specific. The accuracy requirements can be 

divided into three levels (Henttinen 2012b, 7.): 

• Level 1 purposes are communication and collaboration between designers. At this 

level, the geometry and position are modelled according to the requirements and 

the building elements are named descriptively. 

• Level 2 purpose is energy analysis in project planning and conceptual design 

phases, and quantity take-offs in the building stage; the geometry and position are 

modelled according to the requirements, the structure type is defined and the cor-

rect name and product parts are modelled so that the quantities and other essential 

quantities are obtained from the product type from the model. 

• Level 3 purposes are for procurement and construction scheduled. According to 

the requirements, geometry and position are modelled, relevant information for 

acquisition are attributed, etc. in the building blocks and these can be listed (e.g. 

window: type, apertures, sound requirements, etc.) 

 

According to the City of Tampere (2016, 10), it’s mainly the architect that compares the 

different solutions, and it’s the HVAC designer that simulates the solutions. In addition, 

the City of Tampere prefers that the HVAC designer makes the simulation model based 

on the architect’s drawings and BIM model. 

 

The City of Helsinki (2017, 5) emphasises that energy efficiency management is one of 

the assessment criteria when selecting designers. The HVAC designer is responsible for 

the compilation of the energy certification. The HVAC designer must be a qualified en-

ergy certificate maker and have experience in energy simulations. 

 

 

4.1 Requirements analysis 

 

The tasks of the requirements analysis are focused on defining and reviewing the objec-

tives of the client and users. The necessity of space acquisition or the need to change an 

existing space from the perspective of both the owner and the future user are reasoned in 
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the requirements analysis. In addition, the necessary spaces and requirements for them 

are described in advance, alternatives are explored, and also an estimation of the afford-

ability of different solutions is made. The result of this phase is an approved requirements 

analysis (Pietiläinen, Kauppinen, Kovanen, Nykänen, Nyman, Paiho, Peltonen, Pihala, 

Kalema & Keränen 2007, 27; LVI 03-10620 2017, 3; Henttinen 2012a, 11) 

 

In the requirements analysis stage, the tasks for the HVAC designer are of an auxiliary 

type, for example, investigation of the condition, functionality and safety requirements of 

the premises and rough estimation of space needs for the technical systems. In addition, 

the tasks may include a compilation of cost estimation for the HVAC systems and a com-

mitment of the construction schedule for the HVAC systems, because HVAC systems 

share of the whole project cost in the investment and especially the maintenance costs are 

significant (LVI 03-10620 2017, 3). 

 

Usually, in this phase, there is no data model that has a geometric shape in the require-

ments analysis stage (Henttinen 2012a, 11). Hentinen (2012b, 10, 11) reviews require-

ments that should be presented after the requirements analysis stage are: 

- Space net requirements and when necessary dimension and shape requirements 

- Use of space and users, key connections and effects on other spaces. 

- Indoor air conditions, sound insulation, lighting, load, durability, safety and 

quality. 

- HVAC systems, electrical systems, furniture, fittings, equipment, space divisions, 

internal surface structures. 

 

According to the LVI 03-10621 (2017, 3), at the requirements analysis phase tasks that 

should get done are to set project preliminary: life cycle-, environmental and other objec-

tives in cooperation with the client and other parties.  

 

 

4.2 Project planning 

 

The basics of the project planning are the users and owners objectives. Objectives may 

be described, for example, in separate decisions, reports and memos or the requirements 

analysis. The project planning continues into two parts, one of which is to investigate the 
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construction site's capability and the other to collect information and design goals as a 

basis for the project program (LVI 03-10620 2017, 4). 

 

Also Porthan mentions in the article “hankesuunnittelu luo raamit jatkosuunnittelulle” 

(2019, 31), that the objectivities that are made in the project planning stage are associated 

to indoor climate, the functionality of the building and energy use. Mikko Äyräväinen 

emphasises that in this stage the decisive decisions are made. Äyräväinen tells that the 

HVAC designer role in this stage is to clarify system space needs. According to the LVI 

03-10620 (2017, 4), main tasks for the HVAC designer in the project planning stage are 

usually assistive as in the requirements analysis phase. 

 

 

According to RT 10-11108, in the project planning stage the exact scope, functionality, 

quality and cost are defined. Also, timing and maintenance objectives for the construction 

project are set. The planning of the project planning is organised, possible design contests 

are held, the necessary negotiations are held, the designers are selected, and the design 

contracts are made. The result is that a project decision is made (RT 10-11108 2013, 3, 

5). 

 

In the project planning stage, the life cycle expert's tasks include refining any calculations 

made in the requirements analysis stage based on project plans and setting a life cycle and 

energy target for the project. Besides, alternative forms of energy production can be 

considered and life-cycle costing for different energy types. The plot of the building is 

taken into account when choosing different energy-types (LVI 03-10621 2017, 4) 

 

Henttinen (2012b, 12.) emphasises that in the project planning stage, the architect's spatial 

BIM is used to examine different design change conditions and their costs with space-

based analysis. In addition, with the model it is possible to make energy and indoor air 

condition simulations to support life cycle costs. The model should include the spaces 

and the surrounding walls and other partitions simply modelled. For energy analysis, the 

external walls should also have windows, although in some simulation programs they can 

also be added based on opening percentages. At this phase, the shape or location of the 

windows is not of great importance in the simulation to achieve sufficient accuracy. 
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According to Laine, Bäckström and Järvinen (2012, 6), required initial data for the sim-

ulations are: architectural as-required model and inventory model or spatial/space group 

model.  

 

In this stage, the energy expert makes the first energy calculations with a BIM model. A 

coarse geometry model is created for a building and performing a preliminary energy 

simulation. Comparing design options and defining key factors for energy consumption 

is of great importance in this phase. The initial data and tasks to get solved in the project 

planning stage are the following. (LVI 03-10621 2017, 4), 

 

The Initial data in this stage are for example: 

- design guidelines 

- Energy prices 

- length of the review period 

- information on the use of different spaces 

 

Design questions the designers want answers to in the project planning stage are: 

- What structure type is used in the building, 

- U-value for different constructions 

- Heat recovery systems and their efficiency 

- Ventilation control and automatics 

 

Usually, separately ordered tasks that the client also may want to get solved, especially 

in more challenging projects, are (LVI 03-10621 2017, 5): 

- To explore potential and differences of alternative forms of energy supply and 

production, as well as the cost implications 

- To explore the use of local renewable energy production 

- Environmental classification 

- Environmental effects, such as to calculate the carbon footprint of the entire build-

ing life cycle. 

- Indoor climate review, to draft indoor climate simulations an analysis alternative 

ways to achieve the objectives. 

- To explore investment support opportunities 
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In the initial stages of the project, the task for the BIM coordinator is to develop the ob-

jectives of project modelling and to coordinate the availability of BIM data. In the absence 

of a coordinator, these tasks may also be performed by the chief designer or the author of 

the project plan (Henttinen 2012a, 13.) 

- Checking the BIM objectivities and ensuring that you have enough time for mod-

elling. Specify the projects specific requirements. 

- Check, that all designers have access to the necessary basic information 

 

 

4.3 Conceptual design 

 

In the conceptual design phase, alternative solutions are drafted, that set the goals for the 

building. The aim is to find out and compare several alternative solutions. No require-

ments are set for the documentation as long as it adequately determines the solutions (LVI 

03-10620 2017, 9) 

 

At the conceptual design stage, the necessary plans are made to demonstrate that the con-

struction requirements are met. The latest designs for each discipline should always be 

available to other designers. It is important that the plans are compatible and are not 

discrepancy. Special designers should participate actively in the coordination of plans. 

The client of the project must be informed about the design aspects that affect the 

fulfilment of its duty of care, such as records from the planning meetings (RT 10-11108 

2013, 7) 

 

The main task for the energy expert is to simulate different solutions and compare them 

to the objectives made in the project planning stage. Tasks the energy expert should get 

done at this stage are also, to update building geometry model and implement energy 

simulation with dynamic calculation tool, determine target consumption with the most 

realistic usage and load information and defines the E-value according to the calculation 

rules. The energy expert also makes a presentation on the impact of alternative design 

solutions on energy consumption and life-cycle costs, and a proposal for a solution that 

meets the objectives of general planning (LVI 03-10621 2017, 7, 8.) 

 

For the client, BIM and suggestions are an essential part of decision making, because the 

task of the client is to compare the options, control design and with the future user choose 
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the best option. Also, the model must include modelling of existing buildings, because 

they are an essential requirement for design and all other modelling (Henttinen 2012, 13, 

14.) 

 

According to Laine et al. (2012, 6, 8), in the conceptual design stage, preliminary energy 

consumption and indoor climate simulations will be carried out. Also, different façade-, 

solar protection and technical system options impact will be investigated. Required initial 

data for the simulations are: MEP as-required model, architectural spatial/space group 

model and in case of missing window voids, percentual window coverage data is 

demanded. 

 

The architect's role in this design phase is to model the spaces of the construction with 

sufficient accuracy, as well as the massing of the building to help the client in decision-

making. Coordinating between different parties is important when examining alterna-

tives, for example, the cost of investing in different facade solutions can be studied 

through quantity calculation, impact on the energy consumption of the building through 

energy analysis and the impact on the appearance of the building by photorealistic 

visualisation. The use and areas of the spaces and the volume of the construction have to 

be obtained from the model. Preliminary energy analysis and life-cycle cost estimations 

should be possible to make with the architect's model. Both energy analysis and life-cycle 

cost calculations are necessary tasks of the model-based process. Generally, they are part 

of a HVAC designer or commissioned as a separate consultant. (Henttinen 2012a, 14; 

Henttinen 2012b, 12.) 

 

For energy simulations, the architect models window areas simply. At this point, the size 

and location of the window may be indicative. The height is defined in spaces with a 

slanted roof or floor so that at least the total volume of the space is correct. Also, spaces 

in the spatial or spaces of the same surface type must not be overlapping. In the beginning, 

rough simulations are done on the spatial BIM, where most of the spaces are distributed 

for space purposes and the rest according to the functional program (Henttinen 2012b, 

12, 13). 

 

When the client has chosen the solution. Indoor climate conditions are calculated for at 

least different space functions and the energy consumption of the building. Based on the 

simulations and calculations the goals for the project are updated if necessary (Laine et 
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al. 2012, 8). The client also might to get answers to the following things, especially in 

more challenging projects, are (LVI 03-10621 2017, 8): 

- Energy acquisition and recycling 

- To explore the lifecycle cost impacts of different energy acquisition and produc-

tion and propose a solution that meets the energy objectives of the project. 

- To update the indoor climate simulations for different spaces in the building and 

analysis of alternative solutions to achieve the indoor climate objectives 

- Availability and distribution of natural light in the building spaces 

- Consider the benefits of environmental classification and seek for alternatives to 

fulfil ecological classification 

- Compare the environmental impacts of energy use in different solutions 

- Compare carbon dioxide emissions caused by the design solutions  

 

Used modelling methods must be documented in the BIM report. For simulations, it is 

important that the boundaries of the spaces in the model match with the surrounding com-

ponents. It should also be noted that simulation programs are continually evolving and 

differing. For this reason, it is advisable to agree on the modelling method for each project 

(Henttinen 2012b, 13). 

 

Laine et al. (2012, 9.) emphasise that the initial data of energy analysis should be clearly 

documented in the context of the corresponding analytical results. Because examining the 

simulation results, attention should be paid to the extent to which they are based on as-

sumptions and how much already is agreed solutions. 

 

Careful and consistent use of space information is of paramount importance because it is 

needed in a BIM-based process for multiple purposes, such as energy analysis and prop-

erty management applications. In the IFC information exchange, the minimum require-

ment is that the space identifier and the function of the space are transferred. According 

to Henttinen (2012b, 14)1, “Due to change management and design control, identifiers 

should be kept unchanged during the design time.”. Removing the identifiers of the spaces  

 

 

1”Muutostenhallinnan ja suunnittelunohjauksen vuoksi tunnisteiden tulee säilyttää 

muuttumattomina suunnittelun aikana.” (Henttinen 2012b, 14). 
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from the model and replacing them with new ones must be avoided, as the internal GUID 

alias, IFC id is lost. However, this can be circumvented by the systematic use of space 

identifiers, because without the GUID it is also possible to identify the space (Henttinen 

2012b, 13, 14.) 

 

 

4.4 General design 

 

In the general design phase, the conceptual plan is developed into a feasible general plan. 

The general plan focuses both on the fixed base part of the building and the design of the 

transformable space areas. At this stage, the plans are of sufficient quality and extent for 

a building permit application. Further the project´s documents compatibility is checked 

regularly (RT 10-11108 2013, 8; LVI 03-10620 2017, 13; Henttinen 2012b, 16.) 

 

Design solutions must achieve the desired indoor climate and energy efficiency. In this 

stage, alternative solutions comparison with the set goals and the integration between 

systems are highlighted (Pietiläinen et al. 2007, 27; LVI 03-10621 2017, 9). 

 

The task for the client at this stage is to guide the design and approve the plan for the 

detailed design stage. BIM benefits, e.g. visualisation and analysis such as energy and 

condition analysis, support the client in decision making. Also, in this stage, BIM-models 

should always be available to other designers. The plans should progress in cooperation 

logically in parallel with each other. In addition at this point, you should still be prepared 

for major changes (Henttinen 2012a, 15). 

 

The energy expert makes sure that the energy model is updated, with the latest infor-

mation. The tasks for the energy expert in this stage is to simulate and give the other 

designers more accurate sizing information. In this phase, the energy expert also fills the 

energy aid application, for renewable and energy saving solutions, with the client. The 

energy expert also compiles and delivers the energy calculations and energy audits related 

to the building permit (LVI 03-10621 2017, 911.) 

 

From the building element BIM model the documents for a building permit application 

are produced, e.g. main drawings and energy survey. The building permit documents must 

accurately meet the requirements of the authorities, although some information is not 
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required in the model. An architect must model both space functions and their surface 

areas, and preliminary characteristics of the exterior walls and surface area and type data 

of the windows to the extent known at this stage. (Henttinen 2012b, 17; Henttinen 2012a, 

16) 

 

An energy survey is required for a building permit. As the initial data, the architect’s 

spatial or building element model is used. In this stage, the structure, door and window 

types are required initial data. For the building permit phase, the building block based 

area and volume information are also demanded. At least the following sections should 

be included in a BIM-based energy analysis (Laine et al. 2012, 6, 10.): 

- Total energy consumption, E-value 

- Energy certificate 

- Indoor temperature constancy during summer time 

 

When doing a BIM-based energy analysis, it is also possible to produce the necessary 

information needed in the following parts of the energy survey (Laine et al. 2012, 10.): 

- Heat loss balancing 

- Dimensioned heating capacity 

 

 

4.5 Detailed design 

 

Detailed design includes product and system component design. Detailed design is 

divided into two phases, which result in acquisition plans and implementation plans. Ac-

quisition aided design entity is made to the extent and with the precision that the extent, 

quantities, working methods and quality levels of the building parts can be determined 

with the accuracy required for the implementation costs (LVI 03-10620 2017, 18; RT 10-

11108 2013, 10.) 

 

It is ensured that in this stage the work, manufacturing and installation drawings and the 

work specification are in order for the contract queries, acquisition and building site. In 

practice, detail design overlaps significantly with procurement and construction. From 

the standpoint of construction, the objectives of indoor climate and energy efficiency 

must be readily found in various contract and planning documents. At the latest in this 

stage, it is also necessary to decide which indicators or gauges are used to assess the 
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performance and what physical measurements are required to ensure the enforcement (Pi-

etiläinen et al. 28). 

 

In this phase, the plan is developed into dimensioned drawings and product specifications 

for construction, i.e. the plans are finalised to the level of precision required by the con-

tract tenders, and all project models are refined with detailed type information. The over-

all accuracy level of modelling is 1 or 2, depending on the project, but can be raised to 

level 3 for some building elements and components. Product design includes product and 

system component design. At the end of the detailed design stage, the architect's design 

must be a building element BIM that includes building elements and components in the 

form they are intended to be implemented. The BIM model must be accurate according 

to the modelling guidelines set for the project. The HVAC designer´s model must match 

the architectural model. At this point, modelling focuses on the HVAC designer on the 

system model (Henttinen 2012a, 17; Henttinen 2012b, 17.) 

 

In this stage the energy expert updates the geometry model of the building and performs 

energy simulation with a dynamic calculation software, defining target consumption with 

the most realistic usage and load data. Also, the energy efficiency and lifecycle properties 

of designer equipment and material choices are evaluated. The carbon footprint of the 

buildings life span is also calculated, based on the material and component choices that 

have been chosen to the building (LVI 03-10621 2017, 11, 12.) 

 

The requirements for energy analysis depend on the changes in the detailed design phase. 

Updating the energy analysis is a requirement when changes are made to the plans that 

may have a significant impact on the results of the previous stage. Significant changes 

are, e.g. changing window types or changes in sun protection structures. Required initial 

data in this stage are beside the structure, door and window types also MEP system data 

(Laine et al. 2012, 7, 11). 

 

Based on advanced plan data, final energy analysis and life cycle costing calculations can 

be made from the detailed design BIM models that can be compared to the realisation 

during construction use (Henttinen 2012a, 18). 
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4.6 BIM information exchange during the design phases 

 

The most important source of information for energy analysis is the architect's BIM model 

(space group, spatial, building element and as-built model) in different stages of the pro-

ject. The basic requirement for the IFC data content is the following views as defined in 

the IFC standard (Laine et al. 2012, 14): 

- Coordination view (view for collaboration between architect, structural designer, 

and MEP designer) 

- Space boundary add-on view (defines space surfaces and their connections to such 

as structures, openings) 

 

If above mentioned architectural BIM requirements cannot be obtained for software or 

reasoned modelling reasons, the energy analysis performer may agree with the client to 

design a separate geometry model meeting the above requirements. In this case, the min-

imum requirement is to keep the names and identifiers of the spaces of the architectural 

model unchanged (Laine et al. 2012, 14). 

 

The energy analysis process is presented in the picture (picture 1) below. The HVAC 

designer gets the IFC file, that contains building and space data, from the architect. The 

following step is to define both the architectural and MEP requirements and to assign the 

MEP service spaces. After this follows the building performance simulation and the out-

put data analysation starts. The HVAC designer can also get from the simulation spatially 

air conditioning requirements and dimensioned heating capacity and so forth. (Laine et 

al. 2012, 14.) The accuracy level of BIM depends on which stage the project is in and the 

need to utilise the BIM model (Henttinen 2012b, 7). 
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Picture 1. Information exchange in energy analysis process (Laine et al. 2012, 14) 
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5 STUDY 

 

 

The study questions to be answered with a qualitative research methodology. The chosen 

method to collect data from the field is through semi-structured interviews. The data anal-

ysis is based on content analysis. The reason why the semi-structured interview is used 

for collecting data is to clarify how the planning process in Finland progresses in practice.  

 

The study started by collecting information from different Finnish design guidelines. In-

formation about BIM was collected from master´s thesis and websites. The workflow 

research from the field was collected through six interviews with designers, experts and 

project managers from three different companies between the 1st to 8th of February. In 

addition, these interviewee offices are located in different cities, i.e. interviewee work in 

different units, even if they work for the same company. The interviewees had four to 

twelve years of work experience in the field. The interview questions are provided in 

Appendix 1. Lettered interviews are attached to the thesis on a separate CD ROM. The 

analysis of the interviews has been made based on Tuomi’s and Sarajärvi’s book 

“Laadullinen tutkimus ja sisällönanalyysin” (2009). 

 

 

5.1 Semi-structured interview as data collection methodology 

 

Hirsijärvi and Hurme (2008, 35) say that the interview is a very flexible method. The 

advantages of the interview are among other things: the interviewee must be seen as a 

subject in the research situation and want to know their view of the subject, and it is 

difficult for the researcher to know the directions of the pre-answers. 

 

In a semi-structured interview, you cannot just ask anything. It is important that the re-

searcher has a clear understanding of what is happening at all stages and especially after 

the interviews. Pre-selected topics for interview questions are based on the research 

framework. It is also essential to find out the order in which the questions should be asked 

and whether all the questions should be asked to all interviewees (Tuomi & Sarasjärvi, 

2009, 75). 
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According to Hirsijärvi and Hurme (2008, 47,48), in a semi-structured interview, all ques-

tions are the same for everyone, but the answers are not tied to the terms of the response, 

but the interviewees can respond freely. Also, interview questions are pre-defined, but 

the interviewer may vary their wording when asking the question. Advantages of the 

semi-structured interview are staying in the themes and taking into account the interpre-

tations of the interviewees about things and their meanings is central, as well as the 

meaning of interactions. 

 

 

5.2 Interview recording and analysis tools and methodology 

 

The interviews were recorded using a cellphone recorder and a separate audio recorder. 

The research interview records were spelt in Word, and the analysis was done in Excel. 

Transcripted interviews are stored on the CD ROM attached to the work. 

 

Content analysis was performed according to the instructions of Tuomi and Sarajärvi 

(2009, 108¬113). The analysis takes place in three stages: the first stage is to listen to the 

interviews and transcribe them and reduce them. In the next step, Clustatisation is 

performed, i.e. grouped simple expressions were grouped and differences and similarities 

were sought for the simplified expressions. In the final step, abstraction is performed, i.e. 

creating theoretical processing of the material data. The content analysis process usually 

ended in the upper class (picture 2), because of the type of questions. 
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Picture 2. Content analysis method 

 

 

5.3 Ethical considerations 

 

According to The Finnish Board in Research Integrity (2012, 30) “For research to be 

ethically acceptable and reliable and for its results to be credible, the research must be 

conducted according to the responsible conduct of research.” From an ethical research 

perspective, it is vital that the research is done with honesty, general care and accuracy in 
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the study, in the documentation and presentation of the results, and in the assessment of 

examinations and research results. 

 

To protect interviewees' private information, their name and the company they work for 

have been written as person 1 and company B in the transcription, abbreviated to B1. 

Also, names and other confidential and sensitive information that can have vulnerable 

consequences and aim at interviewees have been rewritten to, e.g. company A or then 

completely omitted from the transcription. 

 

 

5.4 Interview results 

 

According to the interview results, the HVAC project manager is the first one that is in 

contact with the client. Sometimes the energy expert can join the HVAC project manager. 

Usually, the first contact happens in the requirement analysis stage but at the latest in the 

project planning stage. The HVAC project manager reserves spaces for the different MEP 

systems. Other designers usually join the project in the project planning stage and at the 

latest in the conceptual design phase. Most of the interviewee mentioned that the earlier 

the energy expert is involved, the better the project would be successful.  

 

The level of the IFC model is developed parallel with the design phase the project is in. 

In the beginning, in the project planning stage, the IFC model can be coarse. In the re-

quirements analysis stage and project planning stage, the model is on a “building level”, 

that means no areas in the building are defined. In the conceptual design phase, the IFC 

model is on a segmented stage that means; spaces are modelled like big areas, e.g. at this 

whole floor, there are offices and so on. In the general design stage and detailed design 

stage, the IFC model is as accurate as possible; rooms will be defined as own spaces. 

Critical information that should always be included in the model is the building body and 

geometry of the building, floor height, structures, openings and space data. 

 

Nowadays almost without exception, the IFC model for energy and indoor climate simu-

lations are created by the energy expert’s team. The reason is that the IFC model that is 

obtained by the architect usually never work and there would be much more work to get 

the model corrected so it would work in any energy simulation software. Some reasons 

are that the model is not cleaned, in other words, it contains objects like pillars, stairs and 
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other unimportant information that is needed for energy and indoor climate simulations. 

Sometimes the space data have also been missing. Things in the surrounding area of the 

building that should be modelled are shadings like existing buildings, but not small things 

like trees. The shading buildings can be modelled for example like a box with the enve-

lope geometry of the building. Some of the interviewees mentioned that the main thing 

with the architectural BIM model is to help other design disciplines to get their designs 

to match with the architectural design. 

 

The simulation model is developed side by side with the architectural IFC model. Like in 

the IFC model the simulation model is at the beginning on a coarse level and is developed 

throughout the project.  

 

Basically the design questions throughout the project are the same, but in the beginning, 

they are on a building based level, then on a segment based level, and in the end on a 

room level. In the requirement analysis stage, the objectives for the project are set. The 

design questions you want answers to at the requirements analysis stage are: 

- Are the regulations fulfilled? 

- How big windows and window area can be designed to the different points of the 

compass, so it can fulfil every goal that is set for the project. 

- What kind of shape of the building is profitable? 

- Life Cycle Cost 

- Target energy consumption 

- MEP systems Effects 

 

In the project planning stage, objectives are updated based on needs. At this stage, some 

model rooms can be created for making a different type of indoor climate simulations. 

The design questions that are asked at the project planning stage: 

- Are the regulations fulfilled? 

- What is the goal of the E-value of the building? 

- What is the indoor climate condition with this solution? Which indoor climate 

category the client wants. 

- What passive cooling methods are used? 

- Sun protection 

- What is the Life Cycle Cost for the building? 

- Alternative energy sources are compared 
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- Comparison of building materials 

- How will the ventilation system work in the building? 

 

In the conceptual design phase, the final appearance of the building is predicted. The 

design questions that are answered to at conceptual design stage are: 

- Are the regulations fulfilled? 

- What is the energy certificate result? 

- What are the indoor climate conditions? 

- What are the different MEP systems effects? 

 

In the design stage, the energy expert gives system sizing information to the MEP design-

ers. The simulation data are on a space-based level. The design questions that are 

answered at the detailed design stage are: 

- What are the cooling and heating loads? 

- What are the required effects for the devices and mechanical equipment? 

- What is the indoor climate condition in different rooms? 

- What is the Life Cycle Cost for the building? 

 

Information exchange happens between the energy expert and other designers and the 

client usually happens through various reports and presentations through the project bank. 

The reports and presentations are always in PDF-format when they leave the company. 

Inside the company, the file format used in information exchange can be any Microsoft 

file format like excel, word and power point. Heating loads are usually given to the HVAC 

designer through the MagiCad Room dwg-files. Most of the interviewee mentioned that 

this isn´t a good way of sharing and exchanging information. It was mentioned that there 

is a high risk for human error because the data are all filled manually in excel and word 

documents. Data that is exchanged throughout the project are BIM models and different 

MEP, constructional and architectural properties.  

 

 

5.5 Result comparison interviews and literature 

 

Practically these days the energy expert starts to look and optimise the best solution of 

the building with the architect in the project planning stage. In guidelines is it told that 

sketch design happens in the conceptual design phase. 
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The most important outcome of the requirement analysis phase is: building objectives and 

delimitation of the project. Based on the interviews, the projects in Finland are closely 

monitored according to the guideline cards LVI 03-10620 and LVI 03-10621. The inter-

views revealed that the interviewees and companies interpret the design stages differently, 

even though they are precisely defined in the guideline cards. E.g. what is being done at 

any stage. 

 

Many similarities were found in the interviews and the theoretical part. For example, the 

design questions you want answers to in different design stages are largely the same. 

Things were the same as those in the guideline cards LVI 03-10620 and LVI 03-10621. 

 

The biggest difference between today's instructions and experiences is that every com-

pany has highlighted that the role of an energy expert has become more essential in today's 

projects. It would be important for the energy expert to be involved in the requirement 

analysis phase by commenting on different solutions and assisting in deciding terms of 

energy consumption. Also, it was found that the architect's designs cannot be used even 

though it was mentioned in the general BIM guidelines that the energy expert would use 

the architect's model as a simulation model. 

 

 

5.6 Study results design workflow 

 

According to interviews and literature, information exchange should take place during 

the design process. The architect's BIM models cannot be used as an energy model be-

cause there were too many shortcomings. In addition, today's process is greatly 

inefficient, because during the project the building is modelled twice, one design model, 

and one simulation model. That means extra resources are spent on it. For this reason, the 

energy expert will get simulation models from the HVAC designer during the project. 

One of the main task for the energy expert is to ensure that the building meets the author-

ities' energy requirements through the project. 

 

Usually, there is no BIM-model in the requirement analysis phase. Then the Energy Spe-

cialist will either create an archetype model room itself or get one from the architect as 

an IFC file. The idea behind the archetypal model room is to create limit values for the 
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window surface area in different point of the compass in order to achieve the energy ob-

jectives of the building. For this, the energy designer and architect can use the free SSF 

ESBO light software, mentioned in chapter 3.1. The task for the energy expert is to 

roughly evaluate the life cycle costs and carbon footprints of different solutions and sys-

tems. In the requirement analysis stage, the objectives of the project are created, and the 

main lines are defined.  

 

At the project planning stage, the architect creates a spatial model with the geometry of 

the envelope of the building. At this point, when a HVAC designer receives the spatial 

BIM model from the architect, the HVAC designer designs the space needs and in this 

connection export an energy model from the design program and share it with the energy 

expert. At this point, the model includes the building body, shape, openings, floor heights 

and spaces. The task of the energy expert at this stage is to go through the different passive 

cooling systems and give comments to both the architect and the HVAC designer on how 

their solutions affect the energy and life cycle cost targets. At this point, the energy expert 

provides the HVAC designer with design information for HVAC systems. 

 

At the conceptual design stage, the architect's model includes spaces like big zones with 

different usage. The model includes as well as in the project planning stage, the building 

body, openings, and spaces. In addition, the model contains partitions that divide building 

areas into spaces. The HVAC designer receives the model from the architect and ensures 

space needs for MEP-Systems. The HVAC designer adds air volumes to the different 

spaces and creates a simulation model for the energy expert that also includes the planned 

air flows. The energy expert creates an IFC file that contains the design information for 

the various HVAC systems, for example, the cooling density. The energy expert also 

comments on the architect's solutions in report format and explains how they affect life 

cycle costs and energy consumption. 

 

At the general planning stage, the building looks and starts to get more detailed designs. 

The architect's model now has room levels. At this point, solutions are locked in steps. 

The HVAC designer updates the energy model for energy and indoor climate simulations. 

The HVAC designer reports the efficiency of the HVAC systems and which system serves 

what area. At this stage, the energy expert comments on the solutions of other designers. 

At this stage, the shape, building body and structures of the building cannot be affected 

anymore. The greatest impact on energy efficiency is achieved by influencing on HVAC 
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systems. The energy expert exports the energy results to an IFC file, which the HVAC 

designer can import into the design program and use as design information. The energy 

expert helps the client to fill the energy aid application. The result of the general planning 

phase is a general executable plan, and the necessary documents for the building permit 

are also done. 

 

At the detailed design stage, the architect has modelled all the rooms. Also, the spaces are 

locked at this point. At this stage, the HVAC designer models the HVAC systems to such 

a level that the plans are feasible. The HVAC designer creates a simulation model for the 

energy expert, including spaces, building envelope and geometry, walls, openings, and 

air flows. In addition, the HVAC designer informs about changes, such as the efficiency 

of the systems. The energy expert exports a energy and indoor climate model from the 

simulation software. The HVAC designer imports the energy model and compares the 

results with the selected systems, equipment and devices. 

 

It is very important during the project that the design workflow is adhered to. It ensures 

that each design discipline is up-to-date with their designs and goals. Also, the designers 

know what is expected of them. Information exchange in different stages of the project is 

shown in picture 3. 
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Exchange direction Information File format

Report

Architecht→ HVAC Free

Architecht→ Energy Archetype model room IFC

HVAC → Architecht Space needs PDF, drawing

HVAC → Energy System alternatives Report

Energy → Architect Max window areas in different directions Report

Energy → HVAC Report

Energy → Subscriber LCC and carbon footprint evaluation Report

Subscriber → Designers Updated objectivites and building features Report

Architecht→ HVAC Coarse building body, zones and usage IFC

Architecht→ Energy Archetype model room, updates IFC

HVAC → Architecht Space needs, IFC 

HVAC → Energy Simulation BIM-model, MEP-systems IFC and report

Energy → Architect Passive cooling methods, Windows Report

Energy → HVAC MEP-system dimenssions, Energy BIM Report

Energy → Subscriber Cost- and carbon foot print evaluation Report

Subscriber → Designers Updated objectivities Report

Architecht→ HVAC Architectural spatial model IFC

Architecht→ Energy Passive cooling methods, Window data Report

HVAC → Architecht MEP-Systems spaceneeds Report

HVAC → Energy Simulation BIM-model, MEP-systems IFC

Energy → Architect Comments on the architectural solutions Report

Energy → HVAC MEP-system dimenssions, Energy BIM Report

Designers → Subscriber Report

Subscriber → Designers Report

Architecht→ HVAC Architechtual space group model, usage IFC

HVAC → Architecht MEP as-required-model IFC

HVAC → Energy IFC

IFC

IFC+Report

Energy → Subscriber Energy and indoor climate analysis Report

Subscriber → Designers Comments on space solutions Repport

Architecht→ HVAC IFC

HVAC → Architecht MEP-systems detailed BIM IFC

HVAC → Energy IFC

Energy → HVAC IFC

Energy → Subscriber Analysis of solutions' energy consumption Report

DESIGN WORKFLOW
ENERGY ANALYSIS AND BUILDING PERFORMANCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Space based MEP-system dimenssion data

Objectivities, building features

Spatial areas

Updated building data. Indoor climate 

Subscriber → Designers

Updated objectivities

Architectural building element model. With 

openings and spaces

Energy BIM eith openings and spaces and 

airflows. MEP-product data, automatics

Simulation BIM, MEP-systems, automatics, 

window types, building area and volume

Energy → HVAC + 

Architect

MEP-system dimenssions, commenting the 

solutions to get lower energy consumption

Rough evaluations of systems' LCC

REQUIREMENT
ANALYSIS

CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN

GENERAL 
DESIGN

DETAILED 
DESIGN

BUILDING
PERMIT 

ENERGY AID 
APLICATION

PROJECT 
PLANNING

Picture 3. Design workflow, information exchange 
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5.7 Demonstration results 

 

The demonstration is attached to the thesis in appendix 2. The demonstration is a step by 

step how the typical information exchange between IDA ICE and Revit is carried out. 

The information exchange basics are these days okay, and it works fine if the geometry 

of the building and its elements are modelled simply. 

 

As long that there are no round windows, arc formed walls or complex spaces the infor-

mation exchange works fine. Curved walls are a huge risk for building body failures. 

Most of the errors occur when you import the energy model to IDA ICE. IDA ICE tries 

to simplify the too complex elements, and it leads to errors.  

 

Still, the Building Performance Simulation export tool also exports stairs and columns. 

According to the interviewees, these components cause problems and errors when they 

are imported to IDA ICE, but the stairs and columns did not cause any errors in this 

demonstration. It was the shafts that are made for the stairwell and elevators that caused 

problems and errors. To avoid these errors and problems the shafts, like in stairwells and 

elevators, must be separated when creating the energy model. The architect must define 

the stairwell and elevators as own rooms, and the HVAC designer must also define the 

stairwell and elevators as own spaces picture 4 and 5. Otherwise, IDA ICE interprets that 

all the spaces that are united with the stairwell or elevator are the same. Then errors occur 

because spaces are joined together. The elevator and stairwell space can be as one space 

from the bottom level to the top level of the building. 

 

 

Picture 4. Lobby area and stairwell divided into own spaces 
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Picture 5. Stairwell as own zone in IDA ICE 

 

Software update suggestions that could also lower the risk for human error is if you could 

export the designed airflow from Revit and get the airflows imported to IDA ICE because 

it is the HVAC designer that defines the airflow for different spaces. MEP design values 

are exported in the energy analysis tab, but in the exported spaces are no data of any 

airflows (picture 6). Another thing that also could get the energy design more efficient is 

if you could export heating elements and panels to IDA, especially if you’d like to get a 

as-built energy model. 

 

 

Picture 6. Energy analysis values exported from Revit 
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If the IFC id:s are changed during the workflow, there will be errors. For example, the 

creation of spaces again on old ones led to that space are not in ifc (picture 7), because 

the ifc id:s were changed. 

 

 

Picture 7. Space update error 

 

If the energy expert merges zones, the output heating load and cooling load for the merged 

zone is divided into the original IFC spaces based on their floor area, of the whole space. 

This must be observed if there is any space in the middle of the building and it is merged 

into a space that is connected to the exterior wall. Then it must be paid attention to, so 

there is not e.g. to low heating load designed to spaces with exterior walls and too high 

to spaces located in the middle of the building. In picture 8 the differences in the simula-

tion results are shown. In the “original” column is the simulation results, when the zones 

were not merged and in the “new” column spaces 4.2 and 4.4 were merged. From the 

results, you can see that the original heating load and cooling load are lower in the spaces 

4.4 that is located in the middle of the building, than the “new” heating load and cooling 

load. In addition, notice, that the original heating load in space 4.2 is much higher than 

the “new” heating load.  
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Picture 8. Merged spaces results vs not merged spaces 
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6 CONCLUSION 

 

 

According to the interviews the workflow design phases aren’t comprehended in the same 

way both inside the company and between the companies because interviewees spoke of 

the initial stage, middle stage and detailed design stage, instead of using the correct terms; 

requirement analysis stage, project planning stage etc. Despite these different interpreta-

tions of which tasks belong precisely to which stage, the workflow and the tasks were the 

same. The tasks were pretty far in the same order as in the guidelines. One clear thing that 

is pointed out in the interviews is that the search for the optimal solution already begins 

in the project planning stage, in other words the shape of the building body analysations 

are started. According to the guideline cards, the sketch design starts in the conceptual 

design phase.  

 

Nowadays it is technically possible to exchange information between IDA ICE and Revit. 

According to this study, there aren’t any problems with the columns and stairs, as the 

majority of the interviewees told in the interviews. The problem is the shafts that are 

created in the model. When IDA ICE read a zone, it reads it from the space boundaries. 

It means that, if there is a hole in the slab, IDA ICE tries to create a zone with the space 

that is on the other side of the slab. In addition, if there is any hole in the roof slab, IDA 

ICE cannot create a zone out of the space. It is the reason why it came to this conclusion 

in this study, that it is recommended to create an own space for every stairwell. IDA ICE 

merged zone simulation results are also possible to import to Revit spaces but keep in 

mind that the heating loads and cooling loads are divided into the IFC spaces based on 

their space area. Therefore, check that you will not design inadequate heating equipment 

in the exterior spaces. 

 

The work is topical because EQUA and MagiCAD Group need to get a better picture of 

these days design workflow when they develop the information exchange between IDA 

ICE and Revit. Based on the interviews, there have been significant problems in the data 

transfer between energy experts and other designers. For example, an energy expert has 

to create its own model of the building, and the simulation data is documented manually. 

Therefore, there is a big risk for human error. According to the demonstration, the infor-

mation exchange between IDA ICE and Revit works fine as long as the shape of the 

building and spaces are not too complex. 
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No ethical issues were identified while conducting the study. Errors may have occurred 

in the content analysis of the interviews, as there was no previous experience of qualita-

tive research. Regardless of this, the work can be considered reliable because the inexpe-

rience was not perceived to affect the results of this study in any meaningful way. The 

sources of this work are versatile, and the results of the interviews give a relevant picture 

of today’s design process.  

 

This study was important because in today's information exchange process between the 

energy expert and other designers is clumsy, slow and there is a high risk of human error. 

As we can see from the results of the interviews, most of the design data is currently 

exchanged between designers via Microsoft files (Excel, Word and Powerpoint) and PDF 

reports that are made for participants outside the company. This subject is in need for 

further research such as analysis of design workflow from the perspective of the architect 

and senior designer or senior project manager. 
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APPENDICES  

Appendix 1. Interview questions 

Haastattelu tehdään osana opinnäytetyötä. Opinnäytetyön aihe on Design workflow 

Information exchange between IDA ICE and Revit. 

 

Haastattelijana toimii opinnäytetyön tekijä Arthur Lindholm. 

 

Haastattelun ajankohta: xx.xx.2019. klo xx:xx 

 

Haastateltavan perustiedot 

Yritys  

Haastateltavan nimi  

Työnimike  

Työkokemus  

 

Haastattelukysymykset 

  

Projektit ovat erilaisia. Ajattele yleisen keskihaastavan projektin (esim. toimistoraken-

nus) suunnitteluprosessia yrityksessänne, kun vastaat kysymyksiin. 

 

Kerro vaiheittain, miten suunnitteluprosessi (energia-analyysia ajatellen) rakennushank-

keessa etenee 

1. Kuka aloittaa projektin kehittämisen? 

2. Missä vaiheessa, projektiin liittyy muita henkilöitä? 

3. Mitä IFC mallin tason tulee olla eri suunnitteluvaiheissa? 

4. Onko tietomalli arkkitehdin tekemä vai onko tietomalli luotu itse (esim. ROOM-

malli)? 

5. Mitä asioita (mallin ympäristö, muut rakennukset, puut) tietomallin pitää sisäl-

tää, jotta saadaan tarvittavat simuloinnit/analyysit tehtyä? 

6. Mitkä ovat suunnittelukysymykset, joihin simuloinnilla halutaan vastauksia eri 

suunnitteluvaiheissa? 

7. Mitä simulointimallin tason tulee olla eri suunnitteluvaiheissa? 

8. Mitä tietoa tulee siirtää suunnittelijoiden välillä eri vaiheissa suunnitteluproses-

sin aikana? 

9. Miten käsittelette tällä hetkellä energia-analyysin tiedot? Miten muut osapuolet 

pääsevät tuloksiin käsiksi?  
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Appendix 2. Demonstration 

Information exchange between IDA ICE and Revit 

 

The HVAC designer receives a spatial model from the architect in IFC format. First, the 

HVAC designer will check whether all the necessary information, such as external walls, 

geometry, spaces, and openings, is specified. If not, then the HVAC designer will ask the 

architect for a new model that includes the things just mentioned. These issues are only 

begun to be demanded at the project planning stage. The software used in this demonstra-

tion are: 

- Revit 2019 developed by Autodesk © Ink. 

- MagiCAD for Revit 2019 UR-2 developed by MagiCAD Group Ltd. 

- IDA ICE 4.8 SP1 developed by Equa Simulation AB. 

 

HVAC Engineer tasks. 
 

Step 1. 

 

Open the ifc in Revit and save it in rvt-format. 

 

 

1. File 

2. Open  

3. IFC 

4. File 

5. Save 

 

 

 

 

Step 2. 

 

1. Check that the model contains exterior walls, openings, geometric and defined 

spaces. 

2. Check that the area and vol-

ume computations are cor-

rect like in the picture 

a. Architecture tab 

b. Room & Area  

c. Area and Volume 

Computations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1/10) 
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Step 3. 

 

Link the architect rvt model to the HVAC project and create spaces according to the ar-

chitect´s model rooms. 

 

1. Linkage 

a. Insert 

b. Link Revit 

 

 

 

2. Check that the architects model walls are room bounding and shafts like in stair-

wells and elevators are separated as own rooms. 

 

 

3. Create spaces 

a. Analysis 

b. Space 

c. Place spaces 

automatically 

d. Check that the 

area and vol-

ume computations are 

the same as in step 2 

e. Name and number spaces 

That they are the same as the 

architects 

 

 

 
 

(2/10) 
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Step 4. 

 

Export a simulation IFC-file to 

the energy expert using Magi-

CAD Building Performance 

Simulation Export. 

 

1. MagiCAD Common tab 

2. BPS Export 

3. BPS Export 

4. Press validate 

5. Ensure that there are no 

space errors. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

6. When all the errors are checked through press “export” and then “export” again. 

 

 

 

(3/10) 
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Energy expert tasks 
 
Step 5. 

Import of the simulation 

model to IDA ICE.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Because it is the first model that is im-

ported to IDA and make sure that the ex-

isting ICE zones and building body gets 

removed. 

 

 

Successful import of building and zone creation. 

(4/10) 
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Next thing the energy expert does is simulating the building and analysis the simulation 

results. 

 

Step 6. 

Export an IFC simulation results model to the HVAC 

designer. 

 

1. Tools 

2. Export to IFC…. 

 

 

 

 

 

HVAC designers tasks continue. 
 

Step 7. 

Import the simulation results:  

1. MagiCAD Common 

2. IDA ICE Properties 

3. BPS Update 

4. Choose the result ifc file and 

mark the parameters you would 

like to update to the HVAC pro-

jectp9u8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(510) 
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Step 8. 

Analyse the results, and ask for clarification if something 

seems strange. Accept changes. Updated information is 

shown in the space properties. Airflows are shown as spec-

ified supply/return airflow. Heating loads and cooling loads 

are shown as designed heating/cooling load  

 

Architect updates the architectural modes 
 

 

(6/10) 
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The updated model is now more accurate than the first one. It contains elements the en-

ergy expert is interested in spaces, walls, floor, roof, slabs, windows, doors etc. The model 

also contains things IDA ICE cannot read and is not needed like pillars, stairs etc.  

When the HVAC designer gets the architects newest model, it updates the architect rvt-

model steps 1 to 3. Make sure that the IFC id is the same for every space that is created 

throughout the project, and then the energy expert does not have to create new zones and 

fill the parameters for every space again. When the model is updated, the HVAC designer 

defines airflows to every space. At this moment airflows cannot be exported. Go through 

the export validation report. Check, that space parameters, and room parameters are the 

same 

 

 

 

Energy experts tasks continue 
 
If there are major changes in the model or you suspect that the IFC id of the spaces has 

changed, it’s recommended to remove old zones in IDA ICE. Otherwise, keep the old 

zones and update the building.  

 

 

(7/10) 
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Unmark “Remove ICE zones” then old 

zones will remain. The Energy expert can 

see the new walls and spaces in the model. 

New walls are marked red through the old 

zone. New spaces are like they haven’t 

been defined as zones. 

 

 

The energy expert can either delete the old zones and create new ones or then modify the 

old zones and create new if needed. When the simulation model is updated, perform the 

building performance simulations. And then export the simulation results. The picture on 

the left is the energy simulation model, and the one on the right is the architects model. 

 

(8/10) 
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With the MagiCAD tool “IDA ICE Properties”, the HVAC designer can examine the 

properties of any certain space more in detail. It requires native IDA ICE project file 

(*.idm) and either IDA ICE Viewer or full IDA ICE installed. The path to the viewer 

executable file and the location of the idm – project file should be defined in the IDA ICE 

Properties – dialogue. 

 

 

In this architect model, the lobby and stairwell are a mutual space. In IDA ICE you can 

merge the spaces. 

 

1. Select the spaces you would like to 

merge. 

2. Right click and press “Merge zones 

(Beta)” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember that for stairwells, elevators and merged zones, the reference floor area for 

reports is not automatically correct. Because IDA ICE only read the reference floor area 

from the floors in the zones. For example, if there are many spaces on each other and they 

are merged, IDA ICE points out the floor for the whole merged zone, not the floor for 

each zone that was merged. Therefore it is of great importance to check the “requested  

 

(9/10) 
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output” tab and correct the reference floor area. Otherwise, there occur errors in the en-

ergy report. 

 

 

1. Open the simulation tab. 

2. Press “requested output” 

3. Update the reference floor area for reports.  

Before merged zones     After merged zone 

(10/10) 


